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• Federally registered, 
non-profit initiated in 2008

• Created as a result of the 
first National Invasive 
Species Forum

• Mandate and focus 
established by  national 
members

• Governed by a ‘4 chamber’ 
Board: Governments, 
Chapters, 
Industry/Businesses 
and Indigenous 
Organizations 2

Background

2019 Board of Directors and Staff

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Federally registered non-profit organization Created as a result of a multi-agency, Canada-wide meeting at the first National Invasive Species Forum held in OttawaCollectively, all agencies called for a strong, national and inclusive organization that could serve as a national voice and link the range of provincial and territorial invasive species perspectives from coast to coast to coastToday, the CCIS is guided by a four-chamber Board of Directors, along with various working groups, whose Directors and members include federal and provincial/territorial governments, indigenous organizations, industry and invasive species organizations from across Canada.  All of the provincial/territorial invasive species councils are involved and with other Directors, represent all corners of the country. 



Board of Directors
Working together to improve coordination among provinces 
and territories across Canada, and beyond borders.
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• Provide a strong national 
voice

• Grow & Strengthen

• Create dialogue

• Collaborate together 

• Delivery of National 
Programs 
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Chapters

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To strengthen the national ‘network’ and messaging across Chapters to build a strong national voice. To have one chapter recognized in each province, territory and/or region. To support the growth and strength of the chapters.To facilitate regular dialogue across chapters on mutual strategic/operational issues. To recognize the unique role of the chapters as key in the broader composition of the Board.Work collaboratively to develop clear national messages and reporting. Enhance the coordination and delivery of invasive species awareness campaigns by creating effective, consistent and branded National Taking Action Programs that can be used across Canada.
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Focus on pathways: 
firewood, horticulture, 
aquatic and terrestrial 
recreation, pet and 
aquarium trade

Linking invasive species 
councils, government 
agencies, indigenous and 
industry & non-profits 
together

What We Do

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our focus is pathways - preventing species introduction and movement will reduce impacts and save costs for everyoneNational taking action programs: clean drain dry, horticulture, play clean go, buy local burn localWill continue to expand our pathway and program focus as we continue to grow: work and equipment, shipping, don’t let it loose etc We link and connect groups across the country together, improving coordination, reducing duplication, facilitating the sharing of information, sharing success stories/lessons learned and assisting with building capacity The resources we create are all national and bilingual and are to be shared and used by all partners with a stake in invasive species We also work with groups to re-establish and build invasive species councils
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What We Do

Hosting educational/information 
sharing events 

Improving coordination across 
Canada and beyond borders

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We also focus on hosting education and information sharing events, including national forums and workshops and regional workshops and strategy building sessionsOur national forums and workshops connect various stakeholders together to share knowledge and information on invasive species planning and initiatives in Canada across invasive species managers from all levels of governments, organizations and othersOur last national forum played a more strategic role in obtaining specific feedback on actions moving forward for us and our government partnersWe also improve coordination across our borders through partnerships with orgs like NAISMA, PNWER, etc and attend national events to ensure our efforts are aligning 
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National Taking 
Action Plan (2016)
This plan outlines the main education 
and outreach strategies recommended 
for invasive species prevention and 
management across Canada 
Goals: 
• Canadians adopt new behaviours that 

block targeted pathways spreading 
invasive species

• Creation of consistent messaging and 
branding for all programs

• Community based social marketing is 
the cornerstone

• Identify and engage with key partners 
and stakeholders 

• Website hub is developed 
• Action plan being updated 2019/2020



Establish a ‘benchmark’ 
of Canadians knowledge 

related to invasive species 
and campaigns
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NATIONAL BASELINE 
SURVEY 2018

Gathered information 
on current ‘behaviours’ 

related to the movement 
of firewood, boating etc

Goal of survey is to 
inform the development 
of the campaigns moving 

forward 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2018 Ken Donnelly from Beyond Attitude hired to develop survey to gather baseline information of Canadians knowledgeQuestions asked about general awareness, motivators, barriers, activity level, where they get their information etcWorked with partners to spread through networks1800 respondents from The North (comprising Yukon, Northwest Territories and Nunavut),British Columbia,Prairies,Ontario,Quebec,Maritimes,Newfoundland and Labrador.Data can be continued to be mined



90% of firewood users 
indicated that they use 
firewood for campfires, 
bonfires and recreation 
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NATIONAL SURVEY 
RESULTS 2018

Most people report they 
source firewood locally

When camping, 
45% reported they buy 

firewood at campsite 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Example of results for firewood:These findings suggest that people are most likely to source firewood close to where they burn it, which for the purpose of this survey, was defined as within 15 km. Further analysis of the survey results indicates that the cost of delivery or of gas is a significant motivator of sourcing firewood locally.Respondents were asked if they had seen any information campaigns that asked people not to move firewood. Just over half had (54%) 



25% indicate they check 
and remove invasive 

species 
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NATIONAL SURVEY 
RESULTS

Most people don’t check 
and remove due to lack of 

awareness

Education campaigns 
motivate people

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Example of general results and motivators 
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NATIONAL SURVEY 
RESULTS

Increase awareness 
and improve 

attitude – level of 
concern and 

willingness to take 
action increases

Attitude and 
awareness alone 
still not enough 

People like 
signage, road signs, 

social media and 
workshops

Need to remind 
people often 
and secure 

commitments 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Two in three (67%) of residents were not aware of regulations that prevented the movement of firewood in their province. Four in ten (38%) of respondents indicated they thought moving firewood was quite risky for our forests (8-10 on a 10-point scale), while 15% felt there was little risk (answering 1-3). Almost half (47%) were in the middle of the scale, answering between 4 and 7. Barriers:Availability of firewood in the area where it is to be burned Availability of local woodlots, permitted cutting areasLack of sellers in remote areasLocal wood quality (too wet)Cost, including more expensive wood at a campground, and bringing home wood purchased or unused at campgroundRestrictions on cutting or gathering wood in parks or other areasLack of knowledge of risksLack of knowledge about where the seller obtained the woodLack of tools or capability to cut or gather wood themselvesMotivators:Availability nearby, including deadfall wood that can be gathered on siteReasonable cost or free for good quality, dry wood (there were a lot of complaints of the high cost of firewood in parks)ConvenienceKnowledge of why it is important to buy it where you burn itKnowledge that there could be consequences if caught moving itIncrease awarenessThe results indicate that there needs to be some attention paid to fostering a greater concern of risk to our forests. It is difficult to encourage people to adopt a new behaviour when they perceive little reason to do so.Attitude and awareness not enough:Even if aware of risk, people will still bring their own firewood if they cannot purchase low cost, good quality firewoodCommunications importantReminders needed the best way to encourage people to acquire their wood locally is to remind them what to do, when they are doing it. It makes sense to include this information at all campsites and campgrounds where people are likely to be burning firewood. 



PLAYCLEANGO



Adopted from Minnesota in 
2018
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PLAYCLEANGO

Follows behaviour change 
methodology like our other 

campaigns

Work collaboratively across 
Canada to encourage 

recreation while protecting 
the outdoors PLAYCLEANGO.CA 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Play Clean Go is definitely the most recreation focused campaign, followed closely by Clean Drain Dry PlayCleanGo started as a Minnesota State, education initiative to stop the spread of invasive species in parks and natural areas. The Canadian Council on Invasive Species entered into an agreement with Minnesota in late 2016 that enabled Canadian Council on Invasive Species to adapt and implement PlayCleanGo: Stop Invasive Species in Your Tracks, as a national branded program across Canada.  Its important we continue to work with partners and other groups like industry, to encourage recreation while incorporating behaviour change tactics that will result in the prevention of invasive species 



# of resources completed 
and update, including 

graphic standards 
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PLAYCLEANGO

Boot brushes available for 
purchase 

Partners can sign-up via 
website and make a pledge 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Play Clean Go is definitely the most recreation focused campaign, followed closely by Clean Drain Dry PlayCleanGo started as a Minnesota State, education initiative to stop the spread of invasive species in parks and natural areas. The Canadian Council on Invasive Species entered into an agreement with Minnesota in late 2016 that enabled Canadian Council on Invasive Species to adapt and implement PlayCleanGo: Stop Invasive Species in Your Tracks, as a national branded program across Canada.  Its important we continue to work with partners and other groups like industry, to encourage recreation while incorporating behaviour change tactics that will result in the prevention of invasive species 



70+ Canadian Partners + 
National Partnerships i.e. 

Parks Canada and NCC
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PLAYCLEANGO – WHAT’S 
NEXT FOR 2020

Working with partners on 
various needs i.e. 
advertisements 

Expanding to WorkCleanGo
resources, attending events, 
building more partnerships

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Play Clean Go is definitely the most recreation focused campaign, followed closely by Clean Drain Dry PlayCleanGo started as a Minnesota State, education initiative to stop the spread of invasive species in parks and natural areas. The Canadian Council on Invasive Species entered into an agreement with Minnesota in late 2016 that enabled Canadian Council on Invasive Species to adapt and implement PlayCleanGo: Stop Invasive Species in Your Tracks, as a national branded program across Canada.  Its important we continue to work with partners and other groups like industry, to encourage recreation while incorporating behaviour change tactics that will result in the prevention of invasive species 
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CURRENT RESOURCES 
AVAILABLE - ONLINE

• Boot brush sign 
• Factsheet template
• Posters
• Sticker templates
• Boot brushes
• Rack card
• Trail head sign

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Based on feedback from the working group, two key posters were developedPoster on the left is targeting producers, retailorsSecond poster is focused on campground users



BUY LOCAL
BURN LOCAL



Began development in 
2018
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BUY LOCAL BURN LOCAL

2018 National survey key 
in message development 

Worked closely with 
National Firewood 

Movement Working Group 
to develop resources 

BUYLOCALBURNLOCAL.CA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Following our usual methods, we took the research from the national survey, formed a working group and reviewed existing firewood campaigns to begin the campaignOur working group was key in the development of the resourcesThe national survey was key in development of the messaging Based on the research and lessons learned and experience from working group members, Buy Local Burn Local was formed (some existing campaigns use “Don’t move firewood”, but working group experts found buy local burn local was more inclusive and don’t move firewood can have a negative connotation and you can technically move firewood in regulated area)



2019 priorities included 
logo and consistent 
branding, education 
resources and best 

practices
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BUY LOCAL BURN LOCAL

Participated in Firewood 
Month 

Website and pledge form 
now live

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Following our usual methods, we took the research from the national survey, formed a working group and reviewed existing firewood campaigns to begin the campaignOur working group was key in the development of the resourcesThe national survey was key in development of the messaging Based on the research and lessons learned and experience from working group members, Buy Local Burn Local was formed (some existing campaigns use “Don’t move firewood”, but working group experts found buy local burn local was more inclusive and don’t move firewood can have a negative connotation and you can technically move firewood in regulated area)



Expanded working group to 
include focus beyond 

firewood
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BUY LOCAL BURN LOCAL –
WHAT’S NEXT FOR 2020

Webinars and forest 
management best practices, 

working with partners  

Research on domestic 
movement of logs, creation 
of a voluntary certification 

program

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Following our usual methods, we took the research from the national survey, formed a working group and reviewed existing firewood campaigns to begin the campaignOur working group was key in the development of the resourcesThe national survey was key in development of the messaging Based on the research and lessons learned and experience from working group members, Buy Local Burn Local was formed (some existing campaigns use “Don’t move firewood”, but working group experts found buy local burn local was more inclusive and don’t move firewood can have a negative connotation and you can technically move firewood in regulated area)
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CURRENT RESOURCES 
AVAILABLE – ONLINE AND 
PRINT
• Best practices for retailors, 

campground owners ad firewood 
producers 

• Invasive Species in Our Forests 
Activity and Colouring Book

• Invasive Species in Our Forests 
Educators Guide

• Posters
• Decal 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Based on feedback from the working group, two key posters were developedPoster on the left is targeting producers, retailorsSecond poster is focused on campground users



CLEAN 
DRAIN
DRY
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CLEAN DRAIN DRY – BC 
PILOT

Pilot project in BC 
funded by DFO 

from 2018-2021

Encourages boaters 
and aquatic 

recreationists to 
CLEAN DRAIN DRY

Focus is on signage, 
social media and 

PSAs

Will establish base 
for a NATIONAL 

campaign
CLEANDRAINDRY.CA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Canadian Council on Invasive Species has partnered with Fisheries and Oceans Canada in launching the Clean Drain Dry program in BC, as the foundation for a national program. The project aims to encourage boaters, aquatic recreationists, and fishers, who play a critical role in protecting local watersheds from invasive species, to clean, drain, and dry all boats, equipment, and gear. The three-year pilot project will focus on three main outreach and education components. An online hub for Clean Drain Dry information and resources will be established; Clean Drain Dry signage will be created, to be installed by participating partners across BC; and a social and digital media campaign will be developed, including videos and Public Service Announcements.Have had extensive input and help from a working group made up of experts from DFO, Gov of BC, ISC BC, Gov of NB, Gov of ON, nonprofit groups
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CLEAN DRAIN DRY – BC 
PILOT

6 + resources 
developed, + 6 

newsletter 
content/articles

/year and website

4 sign versions 
developed, 174 

signs installed in 
year 1 by 34 

partners 

4 social media 
videos/PSAs 

developed

New partners 
outside of BC using 

resources 
developed – YK, NB, 

NWT

-3500 rack cards, 3300 stickers, 950 window 
clings, and nearly 1750 floating key chains 

delivered

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Canadian Council on Invasive Species has partnered with Fisheries and Oceans Canada in launching the Clean Drain Dry program in BC, as the foundation for a national program. The project aims to encourage boaters, aquatic recreationists, and fishers, who play a critical role in protecting local watersheds from invasive species, to clean, drain, and dry all boats, equipment, and gear. The three-year pilot project will focus on three main outreach and education components. An online hub for Clean Drain Dry information and resources will be established; Clean Drain Dry signage will be created, to be installed by participating partners across BC; and a social and digital media campaign will be developed, including videos and Public Service Announcements.Have had extensive input and help from a working group made up of experts from DFO, Gov of BC, ISC BC, Gov of NB, Gov of ON, nonprofit groups
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CLEAN DRAIN DRY – BC 
PILOT – WHAT’S NEXT FOR 
2020

Publish and share 
social media 
videos/PSAs

Increase social 
media presence 

through paid 
campaign 

Secure Year 2 
Partners 

Continue to work 
with partners 

outside BC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Canadian Council on Invasive Species has partnered with Fisheries and Oceans Canada in launching the Clean Drain Dry program in BC, as the foundation for a national program. The project aims to encourage boaters, aquatic recreationists, and fishers, who play a critical role in protecting local watersheds from invasive species, to clean, drain, and dry all boats, equipment, and gear. The three-year pilot project will focus on three main outreach and education components. An online hub for Clean Drain Dry information and resources will be established; Clean Drain Dry signage will be created, to be installed by participating partners across BC; and a social and digital media campaign will be developed, including videos and Public Service Announcements.Have had extensive input and help from a working group made up of experts from DFO, Gov of BC, ISC BC, Gov of NB, Gov of ON, nonprofit groups
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CURRENT RESOURCES 
AVAILABLE - ONLINE
• 4 signs
• Decal
• Chamois
• Rack card
• Keychain
• Zebra and quagga mussel fact sheet



BE PLANT
WISE



Began development in 
2018
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BE PLANT WISE 

National Voluntary Code of 
Conduct and Canada’s Most 
Unwanted Invasive Plants, 

website, pledge form 

Guided by National 
Horticulture Invasive Plants 

Working Group

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Following our usual methods, we took the research from the national survey, formed a working group and reviewed existing firewood campaigns to begin the campaignOur working group was key in the development of the resourcesThe national survey was key in development of the messaging Based on the research and lessons learned and experience from working group members, Buy Local Burn Local was formed (some existing campaigns use “Don’t move firewood”, but working group experts found buy local burn local was more inclusive and don’t move firewood can have a negative connotation and you can technically move firewood in regulated area)



Code of Conduct promotion 
materials i.e. postcard, 
whiteboard videos etc.
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BE PLANT WISE – WHAT’S 
NEXT FOR 2020

Voluntary recognition 
program 

Attend conference and 
landscape events

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Following our usual methods, we took the research from the national survey, formed a working group and reviewed existing firewood campaigns to begin the campaignOur working group was key in the development of the resourcesThe national survey was key in development of the messaging Based on the research and lessons learned and experience from working group members, Buy Local Burn Local was formed (some existing campaigns use “Don’t move firewood”, but working group experts found buy local burn local was more inclusive and don’t move firewood can have a negative connotation and you can technically move firewood in regulated area)



Expand and strengthen our 
Taking Action Campaigns
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OTHER

2021 North American 
Invasive Species Forum

Grow and strengthen 
collaboration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Following our usual methods, we took the research from the national survey, formed a working group and reviewed existing firewood campaigns to begin the campaignOur working group was key in the development of the resourcesThe national survey was key in development of the messaging Based on the research and lessons learned and experience from working group members, Buy Local Burn Local was formed (some existing campaigns use “Don’t move firewood”, but working group experts found buy local burn local was more inclusive and don’t move firewood can have a negative connotation and you can technically move firewood in regulated area)



QUESTIONS?
Kellie Sherman
Communications Coordinator
Canadian Council on Invasive Species
coordinator@canadainvasives.ca

@canadainvasivesCANADAINVASIVES.CA
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